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The traditional concept of global security was state centric, focused on 

identifying, analysing and eliminating the threats stemming from their 

relations in the international system. These threats referred mostly to the use 

of military force between states; hence they were racing in order to procure 

vast armament arsenals, conventional and nuclear, in an effort to achieve the 

advantage of force superiority against potential adversaries.  

The 1994 United Nations Human Development Report1 (UNHDR) introduced 

a new security approach, broadened and deepened beyond the stratum of the 

state, putting emphasis on the security of human beings per se and the web of 

their social and economic relations. The concept of this form of security, the 

human security, goes beyond military threats; it is primarily focused on the 

standards of everyday living, human dignity and safety from diachronic 

threats such as lack of food and medicine, poverty and restrains2. It also refers 

to the prevention of the phobia of an acute catastrophe, hence preserving the 

ordinarily living of the citizens with freedom, equality and justice. There is a 

clear shift from the state-centric to a human-centric approach. 

This new concept of global security is directly interdependent with 

development. Although we are not able to explain how they interact, 

inequality, low growth, unemployment and weak economic institutions are 

identified as parameters of the socio-economic development, increasing the 

                                            
1 Available from  <http://hdr.undp.org/en/reports/global/hdr1994/ > [16 April 2010] 
2 Ibid, pg 22-23 
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risks of violence3. It’s difficult to ascertain if security is the paragon that 

fosters development, or vice versa. But no one can doubt that lack of 

development and insecurity goes hand in hand. If for example we take a closer 

look at the 2010 UN Human Development Index4, we’ll realise that 36 out of 

the 40 less developed countries of the world are in Africa; all of them are 

mainly characterized by political instability, internal turmoil, brutal and gory 

conflicts. The non African countries such as Afghanistan and Haiti are 

included in exactly the same security classification. Obviously, human security 

is totally absent from those countries.  

It’s every sovereign state’s responsibility to provide prosperity and security to 

the citizens; the aim is to provide to them ‘freedom from want and freedom 

from fear’. Consequently, that fear doesn’t refer to military threats solely, but 

to all the criteria identified by human security as fundamental to everyday 

living.  

The argument is that contemporary security challenges are different from the 

previous century. Threats such as terrorism, organised crime, cyber attacks, 

piracy, environmental degradation and pandemics -identified as such even in 

NATO’s new strategic concept- cannot be confronted with the enemy centric 

strategic culture of the traditional western armed forces. These threats don’t 

recognise physical boundaries and the states’ jurisdiction, territorial 

sovereignty and borders, since their main protagonists are non state actors.  

We experience also a metamorphosis of the traditional conflicts per se. 

Interstate conflicts tend to eclipse and a new form of long lasting intrastate 

violence has emerged. The only intrastate conflict waged in the last decade 

was the one between Russia and Georgia and it didn’t last more than a week. 

States lost the monopoly of being the sole combatant parties and non-state 

actors became the protagonists. Uniforms and major battles vanished from 

the battlefield and new tactics such as ethnic cleansing and counter 

insurgency pointing civilians as the primary targets of violence, causing vast 

casualties. War economies became a self-financed process; international 
                                            
3 World Bank (2010) Conflict, Security and Development [online], World Development Report 2011 (January 7, 
2010), pg7, available from <http://www-
wds.worldbank.org/external/default/WDSContentServer/WDSP/IB/2010/03/01/000350881_20100301084958/Re
ndered/PDF/526500BR0REPLA1cM20101000101PUBLIC1.pdf> [30 April 2010] 
4 Available from <http://hdr.undp.org/en/statistics/> [17 January 2011] 
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crime network activities and revenues from looting foster the warring parties 

to perpetuate conflicts instead of resolving them. The international law 

diagnosed a chasm, the one of distinguishing non-combatants from 

belligerents. Global media are upgraded to key actors in terms of selectivity, 

affecting even the states’ foreign policy by ignoring or magnifying the deeds to 

be presented. These are the ‘new wars’, as we experienced in our region during 

the last decade. It’s evident that the state is no longer the only force and 

violence projector. Non-state actors, armed or terrorist groups, criminal 

networks, private security companies, militia, all of them have a role to play in 

these new wars.  

Among the catastrophic consequences of the new wars and insecurity, is the 

torrent of refugees and internally displaced persons from the affected regions. 

According to the official data that UN Commission on Refugees provided last 

year, some 42 million people are displaced worldwide; 16 million are refugees 

and some 26 million are internally displaced5. Obviously, the motivation of 

those people who flee relies not only upon man made crises such as the ‘new 

wars’, but also upon political, economic restrains and natural disasters6. 

Besides the humanitarian dimension, there are indirect implications on the 

development of the country of origin, as well as in the host country. The 

economy, unemployment, criminal networks establishment, diseases due to 

the lack of proper health care, spill insecurity beyond the borders of the 

problematic state and apparently the local issue turns to be regional and 

global. These populations are vulnerable to the recruitment from terrorist 

groups, but also in our case, organised crime activities offer them an 

alternative for living. Thus, engagement in drugs and human trafficking or 

weapons smuggling are not perceived in the culture of those people as illegal 

acts but as the means to survive.  

Indicatively, I have to mention that the percentage of migrants from Somalia 

looking for a safer place to live and survive, especially here in Thessaloniki 

increased during 2010 by 30%.   

                                            
5 UN Commission on Refugees statistics, available from <http://www.unhcr.org/pages/49c3646c4d6.html> [16 
February 2011] 
6 Bruggeman, W. (19 Sep. 2002), Deputy Director of Europol, ‘Illegal immigration and trafficking in human beings 
seen as a security problem for Europe’ [online], available from < http://www.heart-
intl.net/HEART/030106/IllegalImmigrationandtrafficking.pdf> [20 Jan. 2011]  
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If we examine the recent developments of the uprisings in Tunisia and Egypt, 

we have a ‘case study’ of social and economic injustices, inequalities and bad 

governance that fuelled the escalation of intrastate violence, as we analysed 

above. The lack of human security in these countries, despite their 

classification among the high and medium developed countries respectively, 

had catastrophic consequences in the civil society. The outcome was a new 

torrent of refugees that disembarked on the Italian island of Lambedusa in 

order to flee from violence7, the breakdown of law and order, but also in 

search of employment due to the poverty conditions in their homeland8. As 

the Interior Minister Roberto Maroni stressed, ‘… it was possible that terrorists 

and al-Qaeda supporters as well as common criminals could be using the confusion of the 

exodus to enter Europe’9. 

The above statement makes the nexus between human security and organised 

crime evident. Moreover, it partially explains why UN Office on Drugs and 

Crime considers ‘… transnational organized crime … as one of the major threats to 

human security, impeding the social, economic, political and cultural development of 

societies worldwide’10. On the other hand, the Council of Europe in the 

‘Organized Crime Situation Report’ lists the following crime categories for 

Europe11: trafficking in drugs, trafficking in human beings, smuggling of 

persons, cybercrime (including online fraud schemes), money laundering, and 

‘other activities’ (including extortion, property crimes, and smuggling). Hence, 

despite the lack of mutually adopted definition of organised crime in 

international level, it is viewed either in terms of the ‘crimes’ or given 

emphasis to how the perpetrators are organised12. 

Potential members of organised crime networks exploit the flow of migrants 

due to lack of human security conditions in their homeland, settle in foreign 

countries and establish new hubs for their network to expand. Thus, even 

sometimes under the cover of legitimate business more and more organised 

                                            
7 Stephan Faris (Feb. 15, 2011) ‘After Revolution, Italy Faces Flood of Tunisian Migrants’, The Time [online], available 
from <http://www.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2049216,00.html#ixzz1E6fpcAMm> [16 February 2011] 
8 UNHCR helps Italy cope with high seas influx of thousands of Tunisians [online], available from 
<http://www.unhcr.org/4d5a92b56.html> [15 Feb. 2011] 
9 BBC News (12 February 2011) ‘Tunisia migrants prompt Italy 'humanitarian emergency’, available from 
<http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-12441613> [13 Feb. 2011]  
10 UNODC and Organized Crime, available from <http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/organized-
crime/index.html?ref=menuside>  [15 Feb. 2011] 
11 Von Lampe, K.(2008), ‘Organized Crime in Europe: Conceptions and Realities’. Policing 2, (1):8 
12 Ibid 
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crime networks are imported and leveraged in Europe, providing the required 

links to their partners in Africa and Asia. Additionally, the unemployed 

migrants offer them a vast deposit of recruits for distributing the 

‘merchandise’, escort humans to be smuggled or even provide victims for 

forced sex labour and prostitution.  

The arena of the Balkans is traditionally prone to organised crime. The 

geopolitical conditions of the region, the recent new wars in former 

Yugoslavia, the formation of Kosovo and the proximity to the coasts and 

borderline of Turkey and ex-Soviet countries, provide the perfect terrain for 

organised crime to flourish. Hence the notorious ‘Balkan Route’ has been 

established and it keeps extremely active, exploiting almost the same routs for 

all forms and kinds of organised crime activities. 

Organised Crime (OC) is increasingly involved in illegal immigration in the 

EU and it is believed that half of the emigrants are ‘assisted’ by these 

networks, while more than 10% arrives to member states through the ‘Balkan 

Route’13. The engaged OC groups, besides the EU member states, are also from 

many African countries, Moldavia, Iraq, Russia, Turkey and former 

Yugoslavia. The route goes via Bosnia Herzegovina or Albania, to Italy or 

Greece. From Turkey and the Middle East, overloaded wrecked vessels with 

desperate immigrants, sail towards Greece’s and Italy’s coast, while many 

little crafts try to reach European coasts from North Africa. 

The groups that run human trafficking are a combination of foreign and 

EU member states’ groups, interconnected with the victims’ countries of 

origin. Albanians and Nigerians are the protagonists while Turkish, 

Colombians and Chinese play also a major role. As Mr Degert, the head of the 

delegation of the EU to the Republic of Serbia stressed while addressing an 

international conference in Belgrade, human traffickers are sending around 

100.000 of their female victims along the ‘Balkan route’ each year14. The 

routes and methods are almost the same with those used for illegal migrants. 

                                            
13   Bruggeman, W. (19 Sep. 2002), pg 2-3 
14 European Parliament, Parliamentary Questions (28 Oct. 2010), available from 
<http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+WQ+E-2010-
8965+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN&language=EN>  [15 Feb. 2011] 
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The UN World Drug Report 201015 states that 37% of all Afghan heroin 

production (approximately 140 mt) is annually trafficked via the ‘Balkan 

route’ towards the European market. Since the fall of the Berlin Wall, the 

region has become a key link in the chain in the transport of heroin, from 

Afghanistan to the West. The Balkan route to West and Central Europe runs 

from Afghanistan via Iran, Turkey and south-east European countries. This 

route and its various branches form the artery that carries high purity Afghan 

heroin into every important market in Europe. The bulk of the supply (at least 

80%, or 85 mt) travels the traditional overland Balkan route. An additional 10 

mt reach Europe by air or sea from various points of departure. The so-called 

‘northern Balkan route’ is a relatively recent variant on the Balkan route which 

transits the Caucasus rather than Turkey.  

The US State Department International Strategy for Narcotics Control 

report16, released on March 2010, says that the Balkan countries remain major 

transit points for Afghan heroin, while the war against traffickers is hampered 

by corruption and weak state institutions. According to the report, Albania, 

Bulgaria, Kosovo, Serbia, Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina are used by 

narcotics traffickers to move Afghan heroin from Central Asia to destinations 

around Western Europe. To a lesser extent FYROM, Romania and 

Montenegro are also considered as staging posts for traffickers. Apart from 

being an important transit country for heroin and cocaine, Bulgaria is also a 

producer of illicit narcotics, while due to its geographic position on Balkan 

transit routes, is also vulnerable to illegal flows of drugs, people, contraband, 

and money. 

Focusing on Kosovo, we find links between drug and arms trafficking to the 

KLA (Kosovo Liberation Army) established mid-90s. In West KLA was 

described as terrorist organisation but when US selected them as their ally it 

transformed organisation officially to ‘freedom’ fighters17. This formed the 

                                            
15 UNODC (2010) ‘World Drug Report’, pg. 53-60 [online], available from 
<http://www.unodc.org/documents/wdr/WDR_2010/World_Drug_Report_2010_lo-res.pdf> [15 Feb. 2011] 
 
16 Available from <http://www.state.gov/p/inl/rls/nrcrpt/2010/index.htm> [17 Feb. 2011] 
17 Rusila, A. (10 July 2010) ‘Balkan Route – Business as usual’, Europe’s World online [online], available from 
http://www.europesworld.org/NewEnglish/Home_old/PartnerPosts/tabid/671/PostID/1574/language/en-
US/Default.aspx [17 Feb. 2011] 
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base to successful Kosovo-Albanian traffickers who now control some 70 % of 

heroin entering EU markets. Kosovo is serving as a hub for heroin trafficking 

from Afghanistan to West Europe through the notorious Balkan route. In 

2005, the Council of Europe described Ethnic Albanian traffickers as a ‘threat 

to the EU’ or else the ‘Colombia of Europe’; actually, ethnic Albanian heroin 

trafficking is arguably the single most prominent organised crime problem in 

Europe today. 

On 25th January 2011, The Council of Europe has called for new investigations 

into allegations that KLA rebels were also involved in organ trafficking and 

other crimes after the 1999 conflict with Serbia18. A human rights watchdog 

investigator and Swiss Senator, Dick Marty, released a report about prisoners 

killed19 in order to remove their organs and smuggle them through organised 

crime conduits, although the report was dated back to 200320. KLA rebels 

were also engaged in heroin smuggling and assassinations, while their former 

leader is today Kosovo’s PM Mr Thaci.  

In the framework of these investigations, the Turkish doctor Yusuf Ercin 

Sonmez was arrested in Istanbul accused for human organ smuggling. He was 

the subject of an Interpol arrest warrant issued by the District Court of 

Pristina in Kosovo for the offenses of crimes against life and health, people 

smuggling, trafficking and illegal immigration21. 

 

The nexus between human security and organised crime is a deed. The 

vulnerability of the populations affected by bad governance, poverty, lack of 

the basic human needs and principle rights for a decent life and dignity, guide 

them to an inevitable effort for amelioration by any means. The criminal 

networks are always one step ahead from the law enforcement agencies, trying 

to find alternatives in order to avoid their detection. Additionally, the lack of 

intelligence due to the fundamental principle of secrecy in such organisations, 

make the law enforcement task even harder. 

                                            
18 BBC News (25 January 2011) 'Council of Europe calls for new Kosovo organs inquiry' available from < 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-12279635> [26 Jan. 2011]  
19 Dick Marty of the Council of Europe, author of the draft report, said nearly 1,900 people who disappeared during 
the conflict still have not been found, and another 500 disappeared after NATO troops arrived in June 1999. 
20 Mason,W. and Healy-Aarons, B. (2011) ‘Thug Life’, Foreign Policy [online], available from 
<http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2011/02/17/thug_life?page=0,5> [18 Feb. 2011]  
21 CNN News (12 January 2011) 'Turkish doctor suspected of human organ trafficking arrested' available from < 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-12279635> [26 Jan. 2011] 
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Maybe the solution could be the implementation of the ‘human security’ 

concept in the problematic regions, and replace the ‘witch hunt’ with a 

struggle against poverty and contribution to robust governance procedures. 

Maybe we should confront organised crime in the place of its birth, and 

operate preventively instead of correctional. If we fight the root causes and 

offer those people alternatives for a better and decent life, we will deprive the 

recruiters from their human resources tank.   


